MyTuitionScore is a unique and comprehensive preparation tool for families with children in the
college planning phase. MyTuitionScore takes the overwhelming and extraneous amounts of
information and narrows it down to the most critical aspects of college spending specific to their
family.
There is no other college preparation tool on the market that merges financial methodology with
educational guidance in the way that MyTuitionScore does.
Step 1: Visit www.mytuitionscore.com

What does a MyTuitionScore Report include?
The MyTuitionScore Report will include crucial information such as:

JOIN

Your students’ Expected Family Contribution (EFC) — the minimum amount their family is
“expected” to contribute towards the cost of college — and more importantly, an explanation
of what it means, how it applies to the “actual” contribution amount, and how that will affect
the overall cost to attend a selected school

+

A Financial aid checklist that helps guide you through the process

Step 2: Create an account. Verify your email.

The money needed at the time college will begin. This is based on current and future
available savings allocated for college, cash flow, need-based aid available (never guaranteed)
at the selected school, historic school generosity percentages, and the family EFC
The total gross cost of the selected school, based on future projected costs for the years
that the student will attend
Up to 9 suggestions for colleges in their desired geographic area that most likely provide a
return on college investment upon graduation — i.e. they will experience a higher likelihood of
getting placed in a job in a chosen field at, or near, the top of the pay range

Step 3: Log in and answer some questions.

Tips on the entire college planning process, including myths versus truths. These tips help
families easily avoid costly mistakes in the complex financial aid process
Your VIP Code is:

Our proprietary college loan manual, which highlights college loan options, providing a full
analysis of each
A full scholarship overview of what is available to the family and where to get these monies
Financial aid video with a wide variety of helpful tips

Get your MyTuitionScore Report!
Valuable information that can unlock exciting, money-saving opportunities at higher priced
schools the student’s family may not have considered
Access to SAT/ACT prep
Access to variety of student assessments
A $79 value for free!

www.mytuitionscore.com

●

contact@mytuitionscore.com
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(216) 367-2525
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(855) 202-2022

